
TThhee  ppoowweerr  iiss  iinn  tthhee  ……  

LLLLLLLLaaaaaaaasssssssstttttttt        ffffffffeeeeeeeewwwwwwww        sssssssstttttttteeeeeeeeppppppppssssssss!!!!!!!!                
 

I let myself down today! I went 

out for my normal training 

session and, as usual, I gave 

myself some serious pain!! In 

other words, I trained hard and I 

was exhausted. I was running 

home – well, running wasn’t 

necessarily the right term – 

stumbling would have been more 

apt! I got to about 20 metres from 

my driveway and, even though I 

had only a few more steps to go, I 

stopped and walked! 

 

As soon as I had stopped I thought about the significance of what I had just done. 

My initial thought and justification of why I stopped early was simply because I 

was exhausted, I had trained hard and …what difference would a few steps 

make anyway? This is a common thought process for many people – clearly 

myself included. But within seconds of stopping, I regretted the decision and 

knew I had to do something about it immediately. 

 

You maybe thinking, ‘What is the big deal? At the end of the day, it is only a few 

steps.” Well, let me tell you that the big deal is the not the last few steps. The big 

deal is the mindset and decision making process that justifies stopping with a few 

steps to go. If this simple error in judgement, this seemingly minor decision, that I 

made today becomes a habit and I stop a few steps early every time a train – the 

result is significant. Given that I exercise 5 times per week, 52 weeks per year … 

the impact of an extra 10-15 steps, 260 times per year on me and my health is 

considerable.  

  

What else will be impacted? 
It seems to be the case that our habits tend to 

flow into different areas of our lives. The 

people who are finishers, are inclined to be 

finishers with everything. The people who 

stop a few steps short every time are more 

likely to stop a bit short with everthing they 

do. The problem is … because they don’t see 

an immediate consequence they have no idea 

the incredible impact it is having on their lives. 

The reality is that it is much easier to start 

something than it is to finish it … properly. 

 

 

 



Now is the time to think about your own life and identify areas where you are 

tempted to stop a few steps early and really think about the long term 

consequence. Do you exercise regularly yet feel like you are plateauing? Now is 

the time to ask yourself; ‘am I ever tempted to stop a few reps or a few steps 

short?’ Do you wonder why you don’t ever get noticed or promoted at work? Now 

is the time to ask yourself; ‘do I often leave for lunch or at the end of the day a few 

minutes early?’ 

 

Are you in business for yourself and are wondering how to get more customers 

and/or clients? Ask yourself; ‘do I ever cut my sales calls short because they are not 

comfortable to make?’  Are you wondering why you can’t seem to save money as 

fast as you would like? Ask yourself; ‘do I ever spend those few extra dollars that I 

was planning to save each month?’ Do you see what I am saying? These seemingly 

insignificant and, at the time, easily justifiable decisions are ruining your life and 

you don’t even realise it! 

  

Just take those few steps and watch yourself fly! 
Are you ready for the great news? Good! If it is easy 

to stop a few steps short then it must be pretty easy 

to take those few extra steps and even a few more 

… would you agree? In terms of the results you will 

get in your life, the difference is worlds apart. What 

we are talking about here is the powerful principle 

of compounding – it will either work for you or 

against you. The great news is that it is easy to make 

it work for you … it will just take a deliberate 

decision and some focus until a new habit is created 

- the habit of taking those few extra steps. 

 

Let me explain how simple this really is, by using an actual example. For me to be 

successful in one of my businesses I am required to make a certain number of 

phone calls each day to set up appointments with prospective partners. I don’t 

like making calls and I would rather do anything else! But after reading a great 

book I got inspired to start doing 5 dials per day. That means; speak to someone 

or not, set up an appointment or not, all I have to do is dial and attempt to 

connect with 5 people per day. It took me a while to develop the habit but I did it 

and I was starting to get results …because I did it consistently. 

 

Over time I decided to increase my dials to 6 per day and then to 7 per day which 

is what I do now. Let’s analyse this massive decsion to do just 2 extra dials per 

day, which by the way takes me about an extra 1-2 minutes on average. It would 

be easy to stop at 5 and think, ‘no big deal it is only 2 dials.’ That would be a very 

dangerous and costly way to think … because based on the fact that I make my 

calls just about every day of the year – let’s say 350 times per year – those extra 2 

little insignificant dials per day equates 700 dials per year! Those 700 extra dials 

per year are having an exponential impact on my business and my life. 

 

Where in your life can you see the opportunity to take those extra few steps, 

makes those extra few calls, write those extra few paragraphs, save those extra 

few dollars? The next time you are tempted to stop a few steps early, please 

remember that the power, the success and the difference is in the last few steps.  
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